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Abstract— This paper provides a human-machine collabora-
tive control framework, including artificial intelligence decision
systems, human-level control, arbiter judgment, and learning
of autonomous boundary, so that human suggestions are incor-
porated into the training process of decisions, assisting agents
to learn quickly control decision tasks. Based on the model-free
deep reinforcement learning algorithm HITL-AC, the human
feedback (reward or punishment) is connected with the reward
of the agent, so that the agent continuously tries to find a
better boundary during the system’s operation, avoiding defects
of pre-fixed boundary. This formulation improves the data
efficiency of reinforcement learning and plays a guiding role in
seeking human intervention when the agent is in an uncertain
environmental state during the test use phase. The fourth
section of the paper gives a training demonstration of a real-
time environment (bipedal walker). Compared with existing
standard reinforcement learning methods that do not consider
boundary concepts, the method with boundary information
mentioned in this article can accelerate the process of agent
reinforcement learning during the training phase, and seek
human help when guiding the dangerous state of the agent
during the test phase. And the real-time optimization algorithm
(HITL-AC) for the boundary is better than the fixed value
algorithm (HITL-FIX). This is beneficial for solving real-world
problems, further proving the feasibility and effectiveness of
the proposed framework and method.

I. INTRODUCTION

Artificial Intelligence (AI), as a cutting-edge technology

that is most likely to change the future world, its development

has made machines have certain intelligent and autonomous

capabilities. How to combine machine intelligence with

human intelligence has been a hot research topic for many

researchers on human-machine fusion control systems [1]

[2] [3] [4]. Thanks in part to advances in intelligent systems

such as the internet of things and cyber physical systems

(CPS) [5], human-machine integration [6] [7] has evolved

to varying degrees, such as measuring physical indicators

and assisting human with disabilities in sports, flexible

wearable devices, unmanned systems in the driving field,
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and intelligent weapon systems in the military field, etc. [8]

[9] [10] [11]. Literature [12] puts human in the loop, and

proposes to use POMDP as a unified framework to handle

the alert service of the driving system. And literature [13]

discusses the shared autonomy of human-machine interaction

under the framework of optimal control theory, and further

considers the user-driven system as a constrained nonlinear

optimization problem. Literature [14] proposes a compre-

hensive learning framework including two stages: learning to

grasp and learning to move, realizing the task of a humanoid

robot capable of moving a table in cooperation with people.

Interestingly, Lex [15] proposed an arguing machine frame-

work based on the idea of integration that the primary and

secondary systems solve the same control task at the same

time, and use the differences between them to decide whether

human intervention as a supervisor is needed. Lin [16]

explores probability, credibility check, and consistency check

through arbitration, and decides whether the system adopts

the agent’s decision or the suggestion given by the human

database, and gives the verification of the 3D game world.

Different from [16], Siddharth [13] proposes a model-based

deep reinforcement learning method for a class of machines

where the control target representation, dynamic transfer

model and user’s policy cannot be known. The above-

mentioned human-machine collaboration system attempts to

determine the decision-making authority of human partners

and intelligent machines through the arbitration mechanism,

without considering a clear boundary perspective. In this

paper we will seriously consider the handover boundary

problem of the human-computer collaboration system.

Since both humans and machines have a certain degree of

intelligence, it is necessary to consider the control range of

the their respective decisions. Based on the randomness and

unpredictability of artificial intelligence, we study the bound-

ary problem of decision theory of human-machine systems

based on artificial intelligence. This research will contribute

to the in-depth development of human-machine integration.

The boundary of the machine in the traditional two-layer

human-machine fusion system is relatively clear, and the

fusion only includes the two layers of automatic execution

of the machine and human control. In comparison, the three-

layer human-machine cooperative control system considered

in this paper includes automatic execution of the machine,

intelligent autonomy of the machine, and human control.

For example, human-machine cooperative systems widely

existing in actual engineering and daily life: autonomous

weapon systems in the military field, semi-autonomous driv-

ing, remotely controlled surgery, smart homes, wearable de-
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vices, etc, which all involve more complex boundary issues.

How to deal with the conflicts between the autonomous

decision-making ability of artificial intelligence technology

and human decision-making, in other words, can we obtain

a dynamic boundary that changes with the environment and

complete the division of decision-making authority between

artificial intelligence and human intelligence?

To solve the problems mentioned above, the main contri-

butions made by this article include: we propose a human-

machine fusion intelligent framework and a model-free deep

reinforcement learning algorithm to connect human feedback

(reward or punishment) with the reward of the agent. In

addition, the framework allows the agent to constantly try

and find better boundary during the operation of the sys-

tem. Finally, the proposed method can guide the agent to

accelerate the training speed during the training phase, and

improve the defects of the simple reinforcement learning

method with low data efficiency (requires a large amount

of episodes training), and can guide the agent to seek

human’s intervention in the test phase. We achieve the goal of

cooperation between intelligent agent decision-making and

human control to complete control tasks. The section II of

the paper introduces relevant background knowledge, based

on which, the main modeling and learning methods of this

paper are proposed (section III). The simulation experiment

in the section IV of the paper proves the effectiveness of the

proposed method.

II. PRELIMINARY

Markov Decision Process (MDP) [17] is a model for de-

scribing latent stochastic sequential decision problems. The

third section of this paper introduces the system’s Markov

Decision Process (MDP) modeling and specific solutions.

Before this, this section first introduces the basic background

knowledge of Markov decision process and reinforcement

learning.

A. Markov Decision Process

The Markov decision process is based on the Markov

stochastic process as a theoretical basis and considers the

quadruple (S,A, P,R), where S represents the state set in

the decision process. A represents the set of actions in the

decision process. P is called the state transition probability

between states. R is the reward function after taking the

action to reach the next state. MDP studies how to find the

optimal strategy, that is, the strategy when the maximum

return is expected. MDP is often used in the modeling

of reinforcement learning problems in machine learning.

Through the use of dynamic programming, random sampling,

and other related methods, MDP can solve the strategy that

maximizes the cumulative reward, which is then applied in

the control decision system.

In order to simplify the model, the Markov property of

state transition is generally assumed, that is, the probability

of transition to the next state is only related to the state at

the current moment, and has nothing to do with the previous

historical state.

P (st+1 = s′|st = s, sg) = P (st+1 = s′|st = s) (1)

0 ≤ g ≤ t−1. Similarly, the Markov hypothesis is made for

the action (strategy) function and the action value function:

π(at = a′|st = s, sg) = π(at = a′|st = s) (2)

q(st = s, at = a|sg, ag) = Q(st = s, at = a) (3)

Dynamic programming (DP) is a type of method solved

by decomposing the original problem into subproblems.

The problem applicable to dynamic programming needs to

satisfy two properties: 1) constructing the global optimal

solution (optimal substructure) from the optimal solution

of the subproblem; 2) the subproblem repeats many times,

and the result of the subproblem can be stored for reuse

(overlapping sub-problems). Therefore, DP has become a

general method for solving MDP problems.

B. Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning focuses on how agents take differ-

ent actions in the environment to maximize the cumulative

rewards. In addition, the reinforcement learning task is

learned and solved based on MDP. In other words, the actual

system can be analyzed to obtain the corresponding MDP

model representation, and then the reinforcement learning

task is established to solve the control decision problem in

the actual process.

Solving the reinforcement learning problem is actually

solving the optimal strategy. The optimal strategy can be

obtained by solving the optimal value function, and the

solution of the optimal value function is to optimize the

Bellman equation. In short, the solution of reinforcement

learning finally evolves into optimization Bellman equation.

Q(st, at) = R(st, at) + γ
∑
st+1

P (st, at, st+1)Q(st+1, at+1)

(4)

Because the interaction between the agent and the environ-

ment is similar to that between humans and the environment,

it can be considered that reinforcement learning is a general

learning framework that can be used to solve a series of

artificial intelligence decision-making problems. The basic

components of reinforcement learning include:

• State: data information of the environment in which the

agent is located. The state set is a set of all possible

states;

• Action: The action made by the agent according to the

state, the action set is a set of all the actions of the

kennel;

• Reward: The reward signal obtained after the agent acts

the action;

• Strategy: The mapping relationship between the state

and action learned by the agent is called strategy;

• Goal: The goal of reinforcement learning is to find

strategies to maximize long-term cumulative rewards.
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Fig. 1: The overall framework of human-machine collaboration system

The literature [18] and [19] proved that the result of rein-

forcement learning iterative algorithm is convergent (strategy

iteration converges to π∗; value iteration converges to V ∗).

The contraction mapping theorem is described as :

Lemma 1: The operator F on the normed vector space X
is contracted by γ, for 0 < γ < 1, x, y ∈ X , if

‖ F (x)− F (y) ‖≤‖ x− y ‖ (5)

This section provides basic theoretical support for the

method proposed and applied in the third section. It sup-

ports the relationship between MDP modeling, reinforcement

learning.

III. METHODOLOGY

The model-free reinforcement learning method provides us

with convenience. Since there is no need to build a model,

all agent decisions are obtained through interaction with the

environment, which is suitable for scenarios that are difficult

or impossible to model. Observation of the environment and

human guidance are used as input, so that the agent and

human share the control of the plant. Not only can the human

knowledge be used to solve the dilemma that the agent

cannot deal with the determination of uncertain situations,

but also the rapid decision of the agent can be used to solve

the sudden situation where the human has no time to respond.

And due to the integration of human knowledge, the learning

process of the agent is accelerated. Fig. 1 shows the block

diagram of the human-machine cooperative control system.

This paper provides a learning method for the switching

boundary of the human-machine cooperative control system

through reinforcement learning. To this end, we model the

nine-tuple as follows:

(st, at, rt, st+1, τt, τt+1, r
′
t, ut, ht) (6)

Among them, st and st+1 are the input state at the time

of t and t + 1, respectively, which can be numerical value,

voice, image, etc. at is the action signal corresponding to

the input state st at the time of t, and rt is the reward

generated by the state action for (st, at). Corresponding to

the input state, the agent gives actions, and the human gives

the state security level ht. ut represents the control signal of

the human, which determines whether the plant is controlled

by the human (1 represents human intervention, and 0

represents human non-intervention). τt, τt+1 is the switching

boundary of the human-machine collaborative system at the

time of t and t+ 1, and it determines the timing of human-

machine switching. r
′
t represents the reward or penalty value

generated by the state boundary for (st, τt).

After the modeling is completed, we seek the actor-critic

algorithm [20] to solve the problem we proposed, that is,

to complete the task efficiently, and to obtain the dynamic

boundary of human-machine switching through training. The

actor-critic algorithm combines the solution idea of value

function approximation, which is divided into two parts:

actor and critic. The actor is responsible for updating the

strategy, and the critic is responsible for updating the action

value function. Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram of the

actor-critic algorithm architecture. From Fig. 2 we can see

that the algorithm combines two methods of strategy gradient

and value function approximation. The actor selects an action

based on probability, and the critic evaluates the action based

on the action selected by the actor and gives a reward. The

actor modifies the probability of subsequent selection actions

based on the critic’s evaluation. After the actor selects the

action, the environment performs the action selected by the

agent, and output feedback signals (reward and state) to the

agent.

We give the algorithm flow as following algorithm 1.The
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Fig. 2: A schematic diagram of the actor-critic algorithm

architecture

input of the algorithm ŝt is the output of the intelligent

decision-making system, including the input state, action,

credibility, and human acceptable judgment signal of the

state. Taking autonomous driving as an example, h is the

judgment of a person about the safety of the car at this

moment (1 represents safety, 0 represents danger). The output

of the algorithm is the switching boundary τ . This learning

algorithm is based on the actor-critic algorithm framework.

First, the weight parameters of the strategy network (actor)

and value network (critic) are initialized, and the experi-

ence pool D is initialized (step 2). For each input tuple

(st, st+1, ht), the strategy network calculates the boundary τt
(step 6). Comparing the size of the input ct and τt, combined

with the human judgment of the state st, the algorithm gives

the control signal ut whether humans need to intervene, and

boundary estimate τt+1 at next time step(Step 8), where

ct refers specifically to the state st and gives indicators of

safety information, such as position, angle, etc. Step 9 stores

the converted experience samples (st, st+1, rt, τt, τt+1) to

the experience pool. Randomly sample a small batch of N
conversion experience samples from the experience pool, and

calculate the target value and current value of i at each

moment in each batch of experience samples (step 10). Then

we update the value network Qω according to the time

difference error calculated in step 10 (step 11). Based on

the current value function Qω(si, τi), the stochastic gradient

ascent method is used to update the strategy network πθ. The

Δ in algorithm 1 represents the rate of boundary learning,

which is preset to 0.001 here. The reward value is obtained

by the state, action, and human control signals. The reward

function here is in the following form:

r(st, at, ut) =

{
r(st, at), ut = 0

r(st, at) + r(st, a
h
t ) ut = 1

(7)

When there is no human intervention in the system, the

reward function is the inherent reward function of reinforce-

ment learning. For example, for the experimental bipedal

walker in this paper, the agent has a reward for the walker to

move forward and a penalty for falling. In addition, according

to the motor torque applied in the whole process, a small

amount of points should be subtracted. When ut = 1, it

means that human beings have objections to the decision

made by the agent, so insert intervention to pull the agent

back to a normal running state. At this time, the reward

function includes two parts: the reward of the algorithm

itself based on the state action pair, and the reward based

on the current state and human action, where aht is the

representation of human intervention action. r(st, a
h
t ) can

be given a feedback reward (or penalty) at each time step,

or it can be given a feedback reward (or punishment) after

each episode.

algorithm 1 Human-in-the-Loop-Actor-Critic(HITL-AC)

Initialization:
1: Network input tuple: ŝt = (st, st+1, ht)
2: Randomly initialize the network parameters of the strat-

egy network (actor) πθ and value network (critic) Qω ,

and their respective learning steps αθ, αω; Randomly

initialize the experience pool D.

Output: Human-machine switching system boundary τt.
3: repeat
4: input tuple ŝt
5: repeat
6: The strategy network πθ calculates the threshold

τt of the current time step.

7: C = {ct ≥ |τt| or ct ≤ −|τt|}
8:

τt+1 =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
τt −Δ, ut = 1 C and ht = 0

τt +Δ, ut = 0 C and ht = 1

τt, r
′
t = 0, Otherwise

9: Store tuple (st, st+1, rt, τt, τt+1) to experience

pool D.

10: Randomly sample small batches of N experience

samples (si, si+1, ri, τi, τi+1)from the experience pool

to calculate the target value ytdi = ri + γQω(si+1, τi+1)
and current value yi = Qω(si, τi).

11: Update the parameters of the value network

(critic) Qω according to the stochastic gradient descent

method:CLoss = 1
N

∑
i(yi − ytdi )2

12: Update the parameters of the strategy network

(actor) πθ according to the stochastic gradient ascent

method: ALoss = 1
N

∑
i Qω(si, τi)

13: until Reaching the end state or maximum time step.

14: until The reward function reaches convergence.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SIMULATION

We use the bipedal walker in OpenAI Gym as a demon-

stration experiment, as shown in Fig. 3. Bipedal walker pro-

vides a simulation environment that can establish background

environment, terrain, bipedal walkers and angle, speed in-

formation. In addition, a python-based library PyTorch 1

is also required, which provides a flexible deep learning

1https://pytorch.org and https://github.com/pytorch/pytorch
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development platform , and laid the foundation for us to

quickly verify the experimental effect.

Fig. 3: Example of a figure caption.

The agent needs to learn a strategy so that the walker

can walk on the randomly generated terrain without falling.

The input state involves 24 inputs, including the hull angle,

angular speed, forward speed, the angle of the two legs and

their speed , whether it touched the ground, and 10 lidar

sensor parameters. The action space includes 4 continuous

values, which control the torque of four motors. The Pacers

get rewards for going forward, and will get a penalty score

of -100 when they fall, and a small amount of points will

be consumed by applying motor torque. A better strategy

will get a higher score, and a total of 300+ points will be

obtained at most.
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Fig. 4: Comparison of training effects of three methods

This paper uses the actor-critic algorithm to train pedes-

trians, and adds human suggestions to achieve a better and

faster training process, as shown in Fig. 4. In the training pro-

cess of the first 800 episodes, SRL (Standard Reinforcement

Learning) training is very poor. In contrast, HITL-FIX (Hu-

man in the Loop Fix) can achieve an overall improvement in

reward after the 500th episodes. Compared with HITL-FIX,

HITL-AC (Human in the Loop Actor Critic) can improve

the training effect faster (near the 400th episodes). Among

0 20 40 60 80 100
Episode

-200

-100

0

100

200

300

R
ew

ar
d

HITL-AC

SRL

HITL-FIX

Fig. 5: Test performance comparison

them, the red curve SRL represents the reward evolution

obtained by the agent training 1000 episodes on the SRL

algorithm. The green curve HITL-FIX represents the training

process after adding the suggestion of the human (the person

thinks that a certain state is dangerous and needs to be reset),

this part corresponds to the judgment of ht in algorithm

1. The blue curve HITL-AC modifies the timing of human

intervention (with a flexible switching boundary) based on

the fixed switching boundary of the HITL-FIX algorithm,

and then incorporates human suggestions into the learning

algorithm process.
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0.2
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au

R
ew
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Fig. 6: Boundary learning trends and performance

Fig. 5 gives the test results of 100 episodes of the agent

after training. Like the Fig. 4, the red SRL reward is

the smallest. Green HITL-FIX and blue HITL-AC have a

significant improvement, and HITL-AC has a greater average

reward (279.7164 > 260.4995) than HITL-FIX, indicating

that compared to standard reinforcement learning algorithms,

HITL-AC can train the agent more quickly to achieve better

control effect. Fig. 6 shows the curve of the switching

boundary learning process corresponding to algorithm 1 and

the reward size of the corresponding training process.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the autonomous boundary is considered for

integrating human suggestions into reinforcement learning

methods, humans play the role of guide. During the training
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process, the agent can gradually learn human operation

methods. This is conducive to the liberation of human

labor, and when the agent has doubts about the external

environment and cannot be determined, it can make full

use of the irreplaceable wisdom of the human being and

more harmoniously complete the control process in which

human and machine cooperate. In addition, reinforcement

learning requires a lot of episodes for training to get a better

strategy, which makes real-time control of complex and

dynamic real-world control problems particularly difficult.

Human intervention based on the autonomous boundary

(see experimental simulation) can accelerate the process of

reinforcement learning, which is beneficial for solving real-

world problems.

This paper adds human suggestions to the reinforcement

learning training algorithm in a punitive way, and the def-

inition of the boundary is relatively simple and one-sided.

Further consideration of stronger generalization capabilities,

historical information, and methods based on controversial

machine concepts will be reflected in future research work.
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